
TouchMath Extend is a first of its kind—a multisensory solution designed to bridge the gap and accelerate  
the way students learn and engage with mathematics. It addresses the pressing issue of students falling below  
grade level in math by providing up to 12-weeks, skill-specific and individualized curriculum, effectively filling the  
gaps in their mathematical proficiency. This dynamic solution comes with on-demand video training for effortless 
adoption, making it an invaluable resource for educators grappling with the challenge of math education. 

TouchMath Extend expands the benefits of the TouchMath learning experience beyond the classroom.  
This ensures that learners continue to engage  with math in a productive, encouraging environment,  
which is crucial in bridging the proficiency gap. 
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Extend Math Learning Beyond 
the Classroom   
TouchMath Extend™ is Your Student’s Pathway to Math Progress

http://www.touchmath.com


TouchMath Extend enhances the learning experience by providing  
consumable student workbooks and interactive digital math games.  
These resources are not just engaging and stimulating for students, but  
are also repurposable on the TouchMath digital platform, ensuring their  
utility extends beyond the initial purchase. With this comprehensive  
package, TouchMath Extend does more than just teaching  
math; it empowers students for a better future, building  
their confidence and fostering a love for learning. 

  What’s Included:
• 15 Student Workbooks
• TouchNumerals Computation Set
• Desktop Touchlines
• Student Number Cards
• On-demand video modeling  
 and professional development 
• Digital Math Games
• Implementation Guide

TouchMath Extend helps  
build and reinforce skills in:

• Counting and Cardinality
• Addition 
• Subtraction
• Skip Counting 
• Multiplication 
 

In an educational landscape where math proficiency and engagement  
are paramount, TouchMath Extend stands out as an innovative,  
cost-effective tool designed to bridge gaps, boost your students’ 
confidence and math skills, and empower educators with easily 
implementable resources. Don’t just teach math, inspire lifelong  
learners with TouchMath.
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Inspiring Confidence  
While Extending Learning

• Division 
• Fractions 
• Geometry 
• Telling Time
• Money
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